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Stacy Caprio from her.ceo was desperate to leave her day job. She ended up doing just 

that after acquiring – and improving – a portfolio of mini online businesses, websites 
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that make money from advertising in her case, and now earns a few thousand dollars a 

month. 

How Stacy Got into Website Investing 

Stacy got the idea that buying websites could be her ticket to freedom reading sites like 

Side Hustle Nation and Niche Pursuits by Spencer Haws, and she decided to jump in. 

Her first purchase didn’t go as planned though. She bought a site on Flippa for $1,300, 

and expected it to make, as the seller said it did, $350 a month.  

Turns out the seller was lying.  

Discouraged but not defeated, she was determined to learn from the experience and try 

again. 

For her next site purchase, Stacy only looked at sites with verified earnings and 

analytics. She found a site for sale for $10k making a verified $500 per month, which is 

a 20x multiple. 

She bought the site, swapped to a different ad network she knew paid better for the 

niche, and doubled the earnings to $1k per month. 

Stacy said she had overlooked one thing however, it was a “Fad site” she had bought 

and was based on an app. Apps typically have a short life cycle and the earnings took a 

dive after a few months, Stacy said she ended up losing around $4k on the site. 

She took this as another part of the learning curve, started doing more due diligence for 

her next site purchase and things worked out better from her third site on. 

“I recommend really starting small, but letting each thing you learn just come with you 

and you’ll be able to start making really good purchases after you’ve made a few 

smaller purchases,” Stacy said of her experience when starting out. 

The Criteria Stacy Uses When Looking to Buy a Site 

Stacy has some set criteria she uses when buying sites on Flippa, here are the main 

things she looks for: 

Expired listings – By filtering on expired listings she sees sites that didn’t sell 

when they were up for live auction. This means she doesn’t have to participate 

in live bidding and can pick them up for a better price by talking to the owner. 

Making revenue through AdSense – Stacey knows how to increase revenue 

by switching networks, increasing site speed, and testing ad placements so she 

looks for sites making revenue with AdSense. 

$500+ per month – Earnings of $500+ per month is her starting point. 
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Evergreen niches – She only buys sites that are built around niches she 

understands and has evergreen content to avoid the dive in revenue 

experienced in her second purchase. 

When she sees site fitting the above criteria, Stacy messages the seller and asks to be 

added to the Google Analytics. From here she can verify the traffic is real, check for any 

dips in traffic or abnormalities looking back from when the site was created, and ask any 

questions of the seller. 

Stacy also pointed out that she wants to see most of the traffic coming from organic 

search and US-based viewers. Advertisers pay more for US traffic, and organic traffic is 

more consistent and easier to scale than paid or social. 

If the site meets all these criteria, she messages the seller and offers around 20x the 

monthly earnings. If they agree, they can set the “Buy now” price to the agreed price 

and she can go ahead with the purchase. 

How Does the Site Ownership Transfer Process Work? 

“It’s not too bad, but it’s a little complex,” Stacy said, and she hires someone to manage 

the process for her. 

How it works is, as soon you press the “Buy now” button you are asked to transfer the 

funds into an escrow account. There is a fee for using a credit card, but no fees if you 

make a direct wire transfer. 

The seller will then send you the files to transfer the domain of the site over to your 

hosting company. Stacy uses Hot Coast for large sites as this is a semi-dedicated VPN, 

and a company called A Small Orange for smaller sites. 

Then you just configure the domain to point to your host and you’ll have full control over 

the site on your own hosting. Once you’re sure it’s all working correctly you can ask 

them to delete the files that are still on their hosting account. 

Swapping the AdSense over to your account is easy. You can either make a global 

change from the seller’s publisher ID to yours, or you can pull off their ad code and put 

new code on yourself. 

Quick Ways Stacy Improves the Monetization of a Site 

When Stacy gets her hands on a new site there are a few things she does to improve 

the monetization, and often ends up doubling the revenue, these are: 

Site speed – Stacy uses Tools.Pingdom to check the speed of the site. She said 

improving a sites speed increases the mobile traffic and organic rankings. 

A couple of things she does for slow loading sites is to add them to Cloudflare, a 

content delivery network that serves the site from different locations to help 
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speed up the loading times, and she uses an image compression plugin in 

reduce files sizes of images. 

Change ad network – Stacy recommended testing a couple of other ad 

networks and comparing them to AdSense. She uses Monumetric and AdThrive, 

and has also built up relationships with ad providers. It’s worth swapping network 

for 2-3 weeks and seeing if it results in an increase in revenue. 

Stacy also recommended trying Ezoic if you want help finding out the most 

optimal way to serve ads and the best layouts. 

SEO – Stacy has strong SEO skills, she knows how to find good keywords and 

write engaging content for her sites. This is a long-term strategy that results in 

more page views and ad revenue over time. 

She recommends checking out Brian Dean of Backlinko.com for anyone looking 

to learn about SEO and follows his guides on link building and outreach. 

Time Commitment to Manage the Portfolio? 

Stacy now has 4-5 sites she is actively maintaining, and her daily goal is to write two 

articles and spread them out across her sites. 

She has tried outsourcing the content before but said it resulted in a drop in quality.  

With time spent on page being one of Google’s ranking factors, she’s more comfortable 

writing all the content herself as it’s one of her strong points. 

What’s Next? 

This business model of buying sites that are already ranking well and making money is 

a great way to start making money today, but Stacy has plans to also build out her own 

sites from scratch. 

She registered three domains earlier this year and has already started working on these 

sites as well. She said buying and working on other sites has given her the experience 

needed to know how to grow a site, and she’s starting to see some success with them 

already. 

In fact, Stacy is interviewing side hustlers for content on her her.ceo site. You can drop 

her an email at stacycaprio@gmail.com if you want to share your story. 

 

Stacy’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Focus on profit and cash flow – never spend more than you’re making.” 

More Info: 
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Until next time! 

-Nick 
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